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Cautionary Tales
A Visual Dystopia

This exhibition presents work by artists whose images refl ect a world going, 

if not gone, awry. As part of a global community that is witnessing political, 

economic and, most distressingly, environmental disintegration, these artists 

perceive the signs of that unraveling and seek ways to sound the alarm. They 

bear witness to the abuse and misuse of our environment and our failure, as a 

society, to take proper care of our world and ourselves. But though they share 

a common sense of dismay, they have also found ways to open our eyes to 

unexpected beauty and powerful personal realizations.

Of the twelve artists in the exhibit, over half 

are photographers. Some recreate reality to 

allow us entrance into their vision; others fi nd 

an existing reality which mirrors an inner view.  

Lori Nix constructs and then photographs 

elaborate dioramas that give us glimpses of 

the remnants of disasters, horrifi c events, or 

mundane scenes fi lled with foreboding. At the 

same time they are ominous, there is also rich, 

black humor at work. Roger Ballen, a South 

African artist, sets up bleak, harsh scenarios 

as compelling metaphors for isolation, fear, loneliness and death. Navajo artist 

William Wilson shows us a confl icted world of nature, tradition, and technology, 

at times using himself as the central fi gure in these scenarios. Because of her 

own experience with environmental illness, Laurie Tümer uses lenticular images 

(holographic images which change as we shift our plane of vision) to show us 

a world where one moment you are fi ne, and the next you are exposed to 

pesticides, poisons or other environmental threats. Robert Sulkin’s still lifes, 

shot in his studio with a large format camera, seem classical in composition and 

2 Robert Sulkin, Mackerel, 2007, ink jet print, 14 x 17 inches

form but reveal a world where everything is dead, mummifi ed, and carefully 

arranged to emphasize what we have lost. Other images refl ect a possible future 

world, where machines, made out of the detritus of a lost technology are then 

harnessed to the corpses and skeletons of dead animals as a way to try and 

power these misunderstood fabrications.

Two photographers in the show, David Ondrik and Robert Hirsch, present their 

visions in unaltered realities. Both photograph landscapes, but Ondrik’s are 

formal diptychs made with a medium format camera while Hirsch’s are 35mm, 

at times almost snapshot in character.  Ondrik fi nds locations that in some 

way refl ect our harsh treatment of nature, whether through fi re, dumping, or, 

as represented by an empty plot of land in Albuquerque’s South Valley, toxic 

waste. Hirsch’s images are photographic glimpses that, in their presentation, 

become meditations. These deceptively simple scenes, isolated by asymmetrical 

black framing, exude a powerful sense of viewpoint. They are furtive looks at 

something Hirsch is trying to tell us, something complicated and ominous.  

The two painters in the exhibition, Cathy Wysocki and Emily Trovillion, both use 

paint in its most classical sense, although Wysocki breaks the traditional format 

of surface with large, irregularly shaped canvases that seem to explode with 

anger and violence. The paintings are primarily red, and they leave us no place 

to rest, dealing with themes of war, chaos and destruction.  Trovillion’s work is 

subdued in comparison, expressing a quietly bleak view of the world: nature out 

of balance, striking back at us for our transgressions.

Jeff Gibson and Rhiannon Mercer both combine media on paper. Gibson’s work 

uses paint in combination with collage media to present a world in which the 

gods are angry at the order of things. We have a sense that something has gone

3David Ondrik, Antelope Lake, 2008, archival pigment ink print, 11 x 29 inches
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Above: Lori Nix, Bounty, 2004, c-print, 40 x 25 inches
Right: Erika Wanenmacher, Coyote’s Suit To Disguise Himself As Me (detail)

2007, vintage coyote fur coats, mixed media, 80 x 20 x 20 inches

Artist, curator and teacher Holly Roberts has exhibited her work nationally and internationally. 
There are two monographs of her work, Holly Roberts (The Friends of Photography) and Holly 
Roberts: Works 1989-1999 (Nazraeli Press). She has received numerous awards and grants 
including a Ferguson Grant and two NEA Fellowships. 

terribly wrong, and our offerings refl ect the chaos we have caused. Mercer uses 

paint, charcoal, wood glue and wood paste to present large, barren landscapes 

that suggest a post-apocalyptic world, the only way out being through the 

partially opened hatch of a bomb shelter.

The constructed works of Erika Wanemacher represent 

the only three-dimensional work in the show.  Her 

process is predicated on journeys to the other side, 

the separate reality, the place from which she brings us 

alternative glimpses of where we have gone and where 

we are going. In Coyote Suit to Disguise Himself as Me

she references the shamanic tradition of identity with 

an animal spirit, and derives from it an uncomfortable 

message to us about the ongoing slaughter of animals to meet our desires, 

whether as food, sport or ornamentation.

Like canaries in the coal mine, all of these artists are trying to signal warnings 

about the state of things.  But as bleak and frightening as these images may 

be, there is tremendous visual beauty and power in them as well. As Rhiannon 

Mercer said, “There is a compelling fascination in fi nding what hasn’t been 

seen before. Even though, instinctively, we know we should be fl eeing from 

what we are seeing, we’re held captive by the power and the beauty of all of 

these destructive forces.” All twelve artists offer us a place where we can see 

what hasn’t been seen before, where we can, while taking delight in the visual

power of each image, also think deeply about what these sentinel artists are 

trying to tell us.

Holly Roberts
Guest Curator
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Roger Ballen
Johannesburg, South Africa

Ballen focuses on the interactions between the people, animals and objects that 

inhabit mysterious rooms—the shadow chamber. The rooms are unsettling and 

strange: their walls are covered with scribbled drawings, stains and dangling 

wires, the fl oors are strewn with bizarre props and artefacts. Dogs, rabbits and 

kittens wander into the frame or are stuffed into unlikely containers. Figures 

hide away in boxes, crouch behind overstuffed sofas and squat with their shirts 

pulled over their heads.

The humans and animals in Ballen’s photographs appear isolated, estranged and 

lost, yet strangely empowered at the same time. The resulting images are surreal 

and intriguing, and powerful disturbing psychological studies.

Robert A. Sobieszek writes in his introduction to Shadow Chamber: “To discern 

fact from fi ction in this work may be simply impossible; to tell acting from real 

life may also be; to bother with such discernment may not be only futile but 

missing the point.”            

 

6 Recluse, 2002, digital print on archival paper, 14 x 14 inches

Jeff Gibson
New York, New York

“The three works in this exhibition are visual reactions to contemporary culture, 

which I fi nd excessive, hyper-mediated, and confusing. These works on paper 

do not offer solutions or alternatives but are statements about how this 

environment has created a confused history of people and cultures through 

the relentless marketing and branding of ideas and images. Everything is pulled 

apart, de-contextualized and reassembled in order to support ones’ agenda 

without regard for truth. This refl ects the hyper consumer society that I have 

grown up in. Meaning is momentary and our relationship to meaning can be 

fl eeting.

Eat Me, Mount Turban and Mr. Half-Breed are assemblages of culturally 

loaded images and ideas removed from the books that are meant to teach us 

about these images. They are collaged against backgrounds of excessive drips 

and stains that happen randomly on my studio walls while painting. When 

assembling these collages, I think about which marks are original and without 

an agenda, which ones begin to communicate, and whose agenda these images 

were meant to originally support.”

7Mr. Halfbreed (detail), 2008, acrylic, spray enamel, paper, 15 x 10 inches



Robert Hirsch
Buffalo, New York

“Human activity is so pervasive that it is no longer possible to separate 

people from nature. The Architecture of Landscape explores this dynamic 

environmental relationship between people and the landscape through its 

dichotomies, mythsand symbols of our natural and built environment. The 

project mediates on the relationship of how the active and temporal construct 

of the landscape, from notions of the banal, the beautiful, the picturesque, and 

the sublime to the technological structure of commerce and industry, defi nes 

our civilization and shapes our identity. The images concentrate on the marks of 

human civilization—consumption, labor, leisure, and production—as forces that 

transform nature. The photographs record how these constructs fall into ruin.”

8 Untitled (detail), 1999, toned gelatin silver print, 16 x 20 inches

Rhiannon Mercer
Albuquerque, New Mexico

“‘Detecting tremors underfoot’ is a thought I often have walking through 

stricken lands, or envisioning that type of transformation of my surroundings. 

These images carry a sense of personal frustration that registers an edge of 

danger and foreboding, but are injected with something comical or at times 

serene—a byproduct of the fantastic horror and fascination felt toward an 

unknown “how” and “when” end or disruption to life as I know it.  Perhaps this 

lightens the load, thereby allowing me to slide by each day thinking things may 

not be all that bad if there’s something inviting about these landscapes… But 

more often for me they create discomfort, and the awkward elements are either 

partially hiding or amplifying a more sinister feeling.”

9Hatchfi eld, 2007, acrylic, wood paste, charcoal, modeling paste, oil pastel, 30 x 35 inches



Lori Nix
New York, New York

Lori Nix’s photographs, saturated with color and infused with a dark sense of 

humor, turn the notion of the traditional landscape on its head. Painstakingly 

created in miniature, her constructed scenes depict a detailed world where all 

is not as it seems. Public spaces dedicated to history and science (and a few 

intimate spaces) lie deteriorating and neglected while nature slowly takes them 

back. In her latest series, The City as well as her previous works, Nix emotes 

the clash between catastrophe and beauty to depict their codependence. She 

gives the viewer an incidental advantage by offering fenced in tragedies that 

inherently raise awareness and inspire refl ection on our everyday actions and 

means of survival.

10
Library, 2007, c-print, 30 x 40 inches
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David Ondrik
Albuquerque, New Mexico

“These images are made in the tradition of artists who search for the sublime 

in Nature. Generally we imagine that to be unsullied Nature. But to paraphrase 

Victor Hugo, the sublime is a combination of the grotesque and the beautiful. 

My treatment of landscape relies on this same idea. Signs of modernity—forest 

fi res, discarded tires, places abandoned—are my vision of the grotesque. In New 

Mexico, these nuisances are embedded in a traditionally beautiful landscape. 

In the 19th century Caspar David Friedrich painted to instill the wonder and 

enormity of nature, evidenced by 1818’s Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog. In 

this painting man is small and overwhelmed by the purity and enormity of 

Nature. The sublime in the 21st century has ‘transcended’ Friedrich. It is no 

longer possible for man to be far removed from the muck, in a Romantic fog. I 

am no longer awestruck by the great vastness of untouched wilderness, were 

it even possible to fi nd such a place. I am instead awestruck standing on the 

precipice above a junkyard, a superfund site, an (utterly avoidable) forest fi re. 

These consequences of modernity are what make me feel small and powerless. 

I understand that these little pictures have no impact, but I am compelled to 

make them.”

Trigo, 2008, archival pigment ink print, 11 x 29 inches



Robert Sulkin
Roanoke, Virginia

“The photographs in this exhibition refl ect my interests in both the constructed 

image and the re-contextualization of subject matter, in this case, animal remains. 

The common thread lies in the fact that these biological specimens died to serve 

human vanity and arrogance. They come from an antique biological collection, 

a burial area for a small zoo, and the king mackerel head was provided from a 

sport fi shing yacht.

The formalist in me strives to achieve visual literacy and even beauty, while 

the citizen in me responds to a world driven by technologies that I do not 

comprehend, and a consumer and media culture that threatens our values and 

even our existence. In this context, my constructions and machines, with their 

nonsensical mechanisms and dark props, become metaphors for angst and 

uncertainty, confusion and despair. I hope they work at multiple levels to create 

tensions between order and chaos, while remaining enigmatic enough to be 

suggestive rather than to explicitly describe.”

12 Firewheel, 2007, ink jet print, 17 x 14 inches

Emily Trovillion
Albuquerque, New Mexico

“They had me at dystopia. It has always been impossible for me to paint 

without in some way dealing with gender issues, social injustices, war and the 

environment—all inexorably bound as one mega-issue. My earliest inspirations 

were German Expressionism (art reacting against extreme societal evils) and 

Surrealism—the absolute unleashing of imagination. These represent, sort of, 

polar opposites. For artists like myself who love narrative and content and prefer 

hot to cool, living now is a smorgasbord.”

13Early Warning, 2008, oil on canvas on wood, 32 x 35 inches



Laurie Tümer
Española, New Mexico

“In 1998 I experienced a pesticide poisoning after my home was sprayed by 

a company that misleadingly advertises using ‘organic’ pest products. I reread 

Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and wondered why there is a greater proliferation of 

synthetic insecticides even though this seminal work had laid out the cautionary 

tale in the 1960s. As I learned more, I sensed my need for visualizations. When 

I found none I began to explore making my own, wondering if Rachel Carson 

was not fully heeded because the invisible has not been visualized as poignantly 

—scientifi cally and poetically—as it had been written about. I found a muse in 

the environmental scientist Richard Fenske, borrowing a technique he developed 

to show farmworkers who use pesticides surprising pictures of their exposure 

in spite of wearing protective gear—appearing as constellations charting 

the movement and settling of contaminants. Bringing this technique ‘home’ 

expresses a personal and collective narrative about the ubiquity of contaminants 

in our environment and bodies. The animated lenticular photographs I make for 

this series show what is seen and not seen in the same image, while subverting a 

medium that has been associated with novelty and advertising gimmick, mixing 

vernacular and fi ne art photography.”

14 Glowing Evidence: In My Study, lenticular print, 23 x 39 inches

Erika Wanenmacher
Santa Fe, New Mexico

“I am a culture witch. I tell stories. The stories show up in the form of spells. 

Each spell is driven by intent—what I want to say, what I want people to get, 

how I want the spell to move in the world. Each spell has the power of change 

and remediation. Some of the spells investigate humans’ interaction with 

nature, some talk about our shared atomic history, some describe my thought 

process, some of the spells are about magic. Some of the spells are all those 

things combined.

The material I use to create the spell is in service to the idea that is received. My 

delight in sussing out a new material is matched by coming back to a material 

that is an old friend. The energy of the idea moves through me, through the 

material, through the spell and back out into the world again...”

15Shining Path, 2007, mixed media, python skin, carved wood, 77 x 36 x 10 inches



William Wilson
Tucson, Arizona

“My work is a response to the ways in which photography has been used as a 

mechanism of colonization. Decolonizing photography for the use of American 

Indians has to occur through the articulation of a Native representational 

subjectivity.  In the place of colonizing representation, I want to produce images 

and sensory experience, which convey representation of, by and for American 

Indians. This means developing a methodological practice, a framework from 

which to draw upon. It is towards these ends that I see my work progressing.

In my work there are stories that I grew up with, stories bringing together 

the cultural weave from which I come. These stories are personal to me as an 

individual and a member/citizen of a people; therefore, they must be presented 

and received with respect. In a way it is a ceremony, it’s about exorcising 

discursive demons that have been planted in our minds and the processes of 

remembrance and continuance that enable us to keep functioning.”

16 Auto Immune Response #4, 2005, archival pigment print, 26 x 44 inches

Cathy Wysocki
Corrales, New Mexico

“My current series of mixed-media paintings is entitled Poisoned World. It is 

my intent to create images and objects to refl ect upon the proliferation of The 

Three Poisons (greed, hatred and delusion) and their devastating results. With 

the current state of our suffering world—a place fi lled with over-consumption, 

war, self-interest and complacency—I feel an urgency to address these toxic 

issues in my work. It is my hope to engage the audience in a visual dialogue by 

raising awareness to these urgent human concerns and to inspire generosity, 

compassion and social activism. 

My paintings are mixed media on wood or canvas. I don’t begin a painting with 

a preconceived idea of what it will look like, but instead I begin the painting with 

a collage of images and/or textures to begin the history/under-painting of the 

piece. Sometimes, as with the current work, I add three-dimensional objects or 

surfaces. I then use oil paint as my main medium.”

17Warbell, 2006, mixed media on wood, 47 x 48 x 3 inches



Book Lung
Poetry’s Spin on Art

Today arachnid anatomy has everything to do with my interpretation of how 

art and poetry inform each other. Take the book lung. Situated inside the 

abdomen of many common spiders (and scorpions) are miniature books that 

breathe—or, lungs that look like miniature books. The “pages” are fi lled with 

hemolymph (spider blood) and remain open to maximize exposure to air and 

create the exchange known as spider respiration. I’m a fan of spider respiration 

so I haven’t dissected anything eight-legged to see the little encyclopedias of 

breath. I’m also a fan of human respiration, which allows us to dissect spiders (if 

so inclined), or simply page through an open book about spiders (which I prefer). 

I am a fan of the open book, in particular the book of poetry—the book being 

read, poured over, peered at, pondered. In contemporary American culture you 

have to ask the question: “How do you get people to pay attention to a book of 

poetry when it doesn’t have eight legs and drops too quickly from a silk strand 

to land on some patch of exposed fl esh?” Writers, like artists, dabble in both the 

exhibition (and excitation) of blood and breath. We want that visceral response. 

So how is it achieved? The answer is two-fold.

1. Invite artists to make the books of poems into works of art.

2. Cultivate interplay between language and visual art within a gallery.

The Book Lung poems are not random musings. They are exchanges between 

visual stimuli and words. Muriel Rukeyser writes, “Breathe-in experience, breath-

out poetry.” For the writers participating in Cautionary Tales, the incoming 

experience was the visual dystopia, the same dystopia that every person who 

walks through the gallery imbibes. The muse, that abstract and often esoteric 

catalyst that sparks a poem, is now a shared experience for reader and writer.  

And a similar, and yet distinct, process is at work for Finding a Pulse: writers 

and artists responded to common themes creating parallel endeavors. In both 

exhibitions, the inhale and the exhale of creative process is explored. We hope 

that this “respiration” will create a fl ow of energy that moves back and forth 

between art and poem, between sight and sound, between visual and verbal. 

The belly of the spider is cut open and the book lung exposed.

Lisa Gill
Project Organizer
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Bookmakers

BECKY HOLTZMAN

My task was to make a book that houses poems responding to apocalyptic 
imagery. I asked myself what books mean to me, on the most visceral level. 
And then, what does it mean to MAKE books? Bookmaking is about gathering 
things together: paper, thread, needle, and then of course the contents. 
Groundswell arose as the title for the book because the book welled up out of 
the poets’ work; the poets’ work, in turn, grew out of the imagery that they had 
encountered, had taken in to their imagination and digested into words. The 
result is a gathering of voices, a groundswell of shouts and murmurs that ask the 
viewer to take a long, slow look around: is this the world we want?

VALERIE ROYBAL

Valerie Roybal’s task was to grapple visually in book format with 24 poets 
dealing with the themes of Finding a Pulse. She responded by making a highly 
detailed set of books, including an accordian of poems and one book that 
houses an exquisite corpse—a poem made with one line from each participating 
poet (see page 23).  She writes:  “The Encyclopedia of Well-being involves the 
acquisition of visual knowledge and words to aid in healing, protection, and 
self-preservation, attempting to keep anxiety and uncertainty at bay, and provide 
a visual survival kit containing bits of personally relevant words, reminders, and 
remembrances ‘just in case.’”

LEFT: Becky Holtzman, Groundswell, 2008, mixed media, 48 x 24 x 36 inches.
RIGHT: Valerie Roybal, The Encyclopedia of Well-being (detail), 2008, mixed media, 
dimensions variable.



Commentary by Poets

HAKIM BELLAMY

We’re on our way
We’ll be wearing masks to breathe in no time

To me, the line that captures the spirit of the poem I wrote in response to William 
Wilson’s Auto Immune Response #5 is, “But if we wanted to be further apart. 
How can we possibly accept that a crisis of resources will put us all in the same 
boat?” A question that I once heard applied to the coexistence between Blacks 
and lower and middle class Whites. It was in a Critical Race Theory class, I read it 
somewhere and it stuck with me and fought its way out into this poem because 
it can be applied to humankind’s relationship with earth. We should stop trying 
to survive against, over, or at the expense of, and start trying to survive together. 
Separation from the earth is not the answer and we’ve been detached from our 
life source for quite some time.

RUDOLFO SERNA

Landscape of planet earth; year and age unknown.
Deep in their hole they receive an image.
‘Look!  There, you see it.’
‘What?’
‘Hills, remember what hills use to look like?’
‘Hills?’… 
‘Of course not, you’ve been in the hole too long…You’ve never been 
in the cold and you’ve never felt the warmth.  Nor sunk your hands 
into the sand and grass, or like a tree or rock, listen to the wind and 
watch the same view, day after day.’ 

     ‘Huh?’
      ‘Your life is much sadder than mine.’

[From his response to Rhiannon Mercer’s Hatchfi eld]

CHRIS WRENN

In the truckyard I counted the steps
it took me to walk everywhere
I went in a day. There are 764 steps
from the shop to the fi rst trailer
in line where I check tires; 522 steps
to the fi rst tractor where I check the tires.
There are 77 steps between the shop
and the diesel pumps….

[From his response to David Ondrik’s Tireyard]
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MITCH RAYES

When I saw Roger Ballen’s Recluse—an image of a man with a cardboard box 
over his head smoking a cigarette—my fi rst thought was: here’s a picture of 
someone with too much time on his hands. Then I thought: I would like that.

MAUREEN SEATON

There are two places in Nix’s photo that are very blue.
Can you fi nd them? (This is not a test.)
El azul, Borges might have said, existe ab aeterno.

The second I saw Library by Lori Nix I knew I had its poem in me. The resonance 
was incredibly strong. When I read Borges’ story, I felt the same clear sound, 
and I went to my computer and wrote Babel, bringing Nix, Borges, and my own 
vibration together in some odd, pleasing (to me, at least!) way.

RENEE GREGORIO

First I looked at the painting, Emily Trovillion’s Fibonacci’s Wedding, sunk down 
into its color and the images contained therein, then got curious about this 

Fibonacci—who was he? I did some research, found the mathematician, read 
about his sequence of numbers and his unique spiral.  When I looked back at 

the painting, questions emerged—if this is his wedding, what are his chances 
at making a go of it given who he’s been? Could he enter the shape of his own 
spiral and join another there? And so forth. A really fun, engaging exploration to 
work in this way because there’s a freshness to the collaboration that would be 
harder to fi nd working in utter solitude.

His head wore a cap like a clown.
She donned a transparent veil.

JENNIFER FRANK

I was intrigued by Erika Wanenmacher’s snake with small doors along its body, 
some with lovely images inside. The more time I spent with Shining Path, the 
more I thought about the idea of swallowing experiences whole, the way snakes 
take in their prey. These thoughts opened a door in my left arm that revealed the 
serpentine wisteria in full bloom.

MARGARET RANDALL

As a photographer myself, I was excited by the process of paring one of my 
poems with work by another photographer. Robert Hirsch’s Untitled (Waterfall 
with Figure), photo of the small human fi gure under/before/almost in the falling 
water speaks to me of our lives today: on the one hand energized by nature’s 
bounty, on the other faced with those same forces that threaten nature, life, 
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the very possibility of future. Surprising Burma is about living in a time of quiet 
fascism, attempting to scratch the sophisticated surface and ask the pertinent 

questions—in order to more effectively challenge even the most hidden seats of 
usurped power.”

JOAN LOGGHE 

Laurie Tümer’s photos were a diffi cult gift as their beauty is in contrast with the 
harsh reality of pesticides uber alles.

… Laurie, thanks and no thanks. I barely bear
this minor key. Sing Earth, Holy Earth, more fragrant than stars.

SHIN YU PAI

in a myth of immaculate invention 
congested varicose departures
from the norm, divorcing 

Monsieur Métis was my response to Jeff Gibson’s Mr. Halfbreed. A métis is also a 
person of mixed blood descent. To my ear, the same word evoked the name and 
collage techniques of the French artist who dominated European hegemonic 
tastes in art. I was interested in exploring the distinct aspects of mixed race 
identity and how these different aspects and qualities can move in and out of 
the foreground, in what is often a violent struggle to assert selfhood. As I wrote 
the text, I thought also of the present state of racial demographics in the U.S. 
and who gets lured into the frontlines of war.

RICHARD VARGAS

The agony of my wiggle head…

[Made with refrigerator magnets]

[From a response to Robert Sulkin’s Mackerel]

MARK WEBER

whomp whomp

[From a response to Cathy Wysocki’s Warbell]
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NOTE: All poets responding to artwork were given a simple instruction: Let the visual art serve 
as catalyst for a poem. Their responses to the artworks are personal. Also, poems are only 
excerpted here. The poems for Cautionary Tales are presented in their entirety in Groundswell, 
the large scale book made by Becky Holtzman. The poems for Finding a Pulse which are 
excerpted in the Exquisite Corpse made by Valerie Roybal are presented in The Encyclopedia 
of Well-being created by Valerie Roybal. Those art books are exhibited in the gallery. The 
poems have also been archived in a chapbook available for sale.

Book Lung’s Exquisite Corpse: Turn the Page
Compiled by Valerie Roybal with lines by the poets

Turn the page only if you want to.1

taking in the good nanoseconds,2 

by the pull of world weary shoulders 3

focus follows 4 

the searching, the want 5

tenuous fi ngers6 

hovering 7 

It’s a gesture I recognize. 8 

It is distinct—  9

something contracts 10 

for hands and fi ngers 11 

focused concentration 12 

a stimulus to act each day 13 

say the alphabet, 14 

…lift… 15

fi gure, scared and neurotic, in the way 16

of the old myths…  17

spine awakening 18 

fending off foes 19

in the moment between wane and wax 20

that petitions without vowels 21

In this corner of the world. 22 

How could I refuse? 23 

to squander all this time       to fret 24 

accompanied by a dog, cat, bird and mouse 25 

easing into a sedentary give or take 26

gradations of gray and black 27

What does next smell like? 28 
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Authors corresponding to lines: 1. Thandiwe Shiphrah  2.Tony Mares 3. Jill Battson 4. John 
Tritica 5. Jennifer Bartlett 6. Michelle Lafl amme-Childs 7. Zöe Dwyer 8. Michelle Holland 
9. Tani Arness 10. Tamra Hays 11. Marilyn Stablein 12. Maresa Irene Thompson 13. Teresa 
E. Gallion 14. John Tritica 15. Zachary Klukman 16. Diane Louise Larson 17. Gabe Gomez 
18. Rachelle Woods 19. Michelle Lafl amme-Childs 20. Rachelle Woods 21. Miriam Sagan 
22. Michelle Holland 23. Gary Jackson 24. Amy Beeder 25. Greta Pullen 26. Richard Oyama 
27. Lisa Hase 28. Debbi Brody



Finding a Pulse

Disillusion. Death. Decay. Darkness. Dread. These words sit heavily in our 

mouths, tainting our vision of the future. They are common components of 

the human condition, but of late seem to be rulers in the prevailing sentiment 

for humanity, specifi cally in concern for our one and only habitat.

But what makes these contemporary times so different, so much more 

unsettling from the past? Have humans not been using each other and 

our natural resources to exhaustion since time out of mind? Perhaps it’s 

the frightening speed at which so many of our well publicized problems 

(global warming, nuclear war, terrorism, to name so few) have become 

compounded within the last half century. Perhaps we really are reaching (or 

in fact have surpassed) our capacity for this planet. Tensions are mounting. 

If the idea that civilizations once risen are destined to fall, the potential to be 

eye witness to this fate grows increasingly relevant with each passing year.

Holly Roberts, curator for Cautionary Tales: A Visual Dystopia, describes “a 

world going, if not gone, awry” through a selection of artists who offer 

a vision of the present and future that is foreboding, disconcerting and 

downright frightful. A defi ning aspect of the human being is our ability to 

imagine and even dwell upon our own death. Yet, what is most basic to 

our instincts, and levels us with all other living organisms, is the struggle 

to live.

Finding a Pulse was conceived as a way 

to counter the doom and gloom of the 

concurrent exhibition Cautionary Tales with 

a message of “hope”. It takes for granted a 

world in peril and examines how to proceed. 

However, the show is not all rainbows and 

bunny rabbits. As the title suggests, the act 

of locating a pulse is the fi rst step in an emergency medical procedure, 

one that occurs only after a great trauma. After all, hope and healing are 

24 Jeff Eisenberg, Crypt, 2008, graphite on paper, 11 x 16 inches 

inextricably linked to harm and despair, for one cannot heal without a 

wound, and one does not hope without being driven to desperation. The 

artists we have selected refl ect these ideas through their own visual silver 

lining in the dark clouds. They broadcast the message that despite the 

darkness brewing on the horizon, the dream of a happy and meaningful 

life remains intact.

In Finding a Pulse, the regenerative and life-sustaining powers of nature 

are poetically explored in wood by George Lorio and D’Jean Jawrunner. 

25Sasha Bezzubov & Jessica Sucher, Satgur Prasad, 2006, c-print, 50 x 40 inches



Jawrunner’s cast iron Recycled Hope is hauntingly reminiscent of Thomas 

Cole’s last painting in the epic The Course of Empire: Desolation in which 

nature reclaims a fallen civilization for the cycle to begin again. Similarly, 

Jeff Eisenberg re-engineers the remains of such fallen civilizations (real and 

imagined) by creating highly rendered drawings of patchwork architecture 

and function, precariously balanced to fail again however well intentioned 

the plan may be. 

Kristin Diener’s reliquary-like body adornments 

easily allow the viewer to imagine wearing each as 

a personal talisman by invoking new meaning into 

their mystical and protective abilities. The paintings 

by Howard Fonda are soothing and meditative in 

their mark-making, each an invitation into the 

“philosophical sanctuary and spiritual outpost” 

claimed by the artist through the process.  Finding 

hope out of despair can still be an awfully lonely 

endeavor, a testament that Hans Gindlesberger’s photographs quietly and 

elegantly betray.

Spirituality, a timeless beacon of hope, is a nebulous word, interpreted in as 

many ways as there are stars in the universe. We selected three artists who 

approach spirituality from different angles. The photographs of Sasha Bez-

zubov and Jessica Sucher from The Searchers series explores the notion of 

spiritual tourism and the draw of Westerners to Eastern spiritual practices 

as life-fulfi lling. Cay Garcia works in intricate collage to create iconic and 

traditional images of family and cultural devotion to Catholicism, illustrating 

the power of both the Virgin Mary fi gure and the symbolic celebration of 

rebirth through death. The expressive paintings by John Wenger convey a 

personal spirituality through experience, exploration and curiosity—his life-

long reverence for the natural world may help maintain his only connection 

to hope and healing despite being surrounded by the consequences of hu-

man action/inaction.

As fi rst-time curators given an opportunity to present work by artists that 

dealt with positive rather than negative, living over dying, our task proved 

challenging. For instance, it is diffi cult to fi nd artists who don’t integrate 

26
Kristin Diener, Coast Is Clear: Eyeglasses for Divination of the Future

2001, mixed media, 17.5 x 12.5 x 1 inches 

cynicism and pessimism into their work 

when confronting issues of social and 

environmental magnitude. (We are 

each cynical artists ourselves to varying 

degrees). Yet we felt it was important 

to include artists who reference these 

issues in order to convey transcen-

dence of the ‘problem’ by offering a 

light at the end of the tunnel.

Ultimately, work was chosen from an open call for submissions, and by 

invitation. We’d like to acknowledge the nearly one hundred artists who 

answered our call; the response was very inspiring. Our search yielded an 

extraordinary range of interpretations on this theme and incredible work 

from individuals across the nation. Our goal was to choose a diverse group 

of artists and media with expected and unexpected perspectives. While there 

remains room thematically to include an even wider range of perspectives, 

we feel our choice of emerging to mid-career artists from in and outside of 

New Mexico gracefully captures that shred of precious optimism in the face 

of uncertainty.

Special thanks goes to Suzanne Sbarge for the opportunity to design and 

craft this curatorial project for the walls of 516 ARTS. We appreciate your 

patience in this learning process. Also to Bryan Kaiser for his support and 

enthusiasm, along with a few good laughs at a few bad jokes in our day to 

day struggles. And last but not least, to the exhibiting artists—thank you for 

sharing the meaningful substance with which to fi ll the void.

—Rhiannon Mercer & John Photos
Exhibition Curators

27John Wenger, Ration Cypher, 2008, oil on panel, 48 x 48 inches

Rhiannon Mercer is an artist and the Assistant Director at 516 ARTS. She received her 
M.F.A. from the University of New Mexico and her B.A. from the University of Nevada.

John Photos is an artist, writer and the Exhibitions Manager at 516 ARTS. He received 
his M.F.A. from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and his B.F.A. from Columbia 
College of Art and Design in Ohio.



Sasha Bezzubov & Jessica Sucher
New York, New York

“The photographs in The Searchers look at various aspects of Western spiritual 

tourism in India. India has long had a vast, loosely organized industry in Spiritual 

training made up of Utopian communities, yoga centers, meditation retreats, 

Gurus both Indian and Western, and a massive circuit of festivals, pilgrimage 

sites and places of worship. This landscape of spiritual (and social) possibility, 

along with exotic surroundings and low costs draws large numbers of Western 

seekers who come for a week or a lifetime.

The Searchers builds on our previous work The Gringo Project (Sasha Bezzubov, 

1997-2003) and Expats and Natives (Sasha Bezzubov and Jessica Sucher, 2002-

2005) by addressing the population of young Western travelers visiting the 

developing world, their relationship with their host country, and what this means 

within the larger questions of history, economy, race and idealism.”

28 Shivananda Yoga Vacation, 2006, c-print, 40 x 55 inches

Kristin Diener
Albuquerque, New Mexico

“My artwork combines what is perceived to be precious with what is discarded.  

I think of it as elevating the ordinary to the sacred, and often the objects created 

allude to reliquaries (a container or shrine in which sacred relics are kept). The 

relics may be mouse bones, a small plastic wrench, photographs, smashed bottle 

caps, Georgia dirt, or a bit of cotton from Cottonplant, Arkansas. Combined 

with precious metals and stones, and lavished with attention and metalworking 

techniques, the pieces I create are most often jewelry/adornment. Though not 

always easily wearable, they come to life in their relationship to the body.”

My work is pieces of stories

Of places I’ve visited and lived

People I love

Situations I fi nd comical

And the end of the world

All in One

Construction

Human Body

Autobiographical

Optimism/Pessimism

Obsession/Devotion

29Beloved: Necklace, 2007, mixed media, 7.5 x 4.5 x 1 inches 



Jeff Eisenberg
San Francisco, California

“There are a number of vectors that my work explores: issues of abstraction 

and form, space shaping and architecture, engineered realities and the built 

environment. I fi nd myself looking for ways to explore these interests in hopefully 

surprising ways that operate on a number of thoughts simultaneously. My most 

recent work has been a series of graphite drawings depicting imagined D.I.Y. 

architecture that mash-up different living conditions and life style solutions...

For this set of drawings I made a few rules for myself: All the images must have 

some sort of internal logic, even if that logic is hermetic; all parts of the drawing 

must be made to look like something from the real world; all the imagined 

construction must be made by materials and processes that I have experience 

using myself; time as well as form and space must be compressed. I also chose 

to work exclusively in graphite—I fi nd that there is something humble and down 

to earth in graphite, and this I felt refl ected my larger concerns for this particular 

work. By imposing these restrictions on my process I hope to have achieved 

images that seem honest and everyday even as they rely exclusively on fi ction 

and on the imagination of the viewer.”

30 A Power Re-Purposed, 2008, graphite on paper, paper 18 x 24.75 inches

Howard Fonda
Phoenix, Arizona

Howard Fonda’s sincere and introspective paintings are each made alla prima, in 

one sitting. This urgency of mark results in a raw and visceral surface reminiscent 

of an underpainting, but with the craft and precision of fi nish. Full of rich color 

and earthy hues, each painting embodies a directness that binds form with 

content as Fonda explores his relationship to meaning and truth.  Instead of 

adhering to a singular aesthetic, Fonda privileges his studio practice and process, 

where his choice of subject dictates form. As a result, he adeptly crosses genres 

and applies methods of both abstraction and representation. With reverence, 

Fonda references an historical narrative ranging from Platonic thought to 

Classical sculpture; Aboriginal textiles to mythic storytelling; and Romantic 

literature to expressionism. By framing existence within spirituality, semantics, 

metaphysics and paint itself, Fonda’s confi dence and curiosity, coupled with a 

self-deprecating sense of humor, remind us all that there is much about the 

world we do not know.

31Untitled (Balancing Heads), 2007, oil on canvas, 52 x 43 inches



Cay Garcia
Albuquerque, New Mexico

“The Hispanic themes that appear in my work are simply part of who I am and 

how I was raised in New Mexico with its varied spiritual imagery that pervades 

everything. I was also highly infl uenced by my maternal grandfather, who helped 

raise us and who was a very spiritual man. My grandfather brought into our 

house the saints or Santos and prayers of thanks to God that ended every meal. 

He taught me to respect the everyday spirituality that gives strength, comfort 

and guidance to a sometimes weak and tired humanity.”

32 San Juan Diego, 2003, cut paper, 10 x 8 inches 

Hans Gindlesberger
Buffalo, New York

“Each project that fl ows from my artistic practice is rooted in a concern for 

recovering a sense of belonging from a landscape that is increasingly in states of 

social, psychological, and physical fl ux.

In the photographic series, I’m in the Wrong Film, the American small town 

serves as the locus at which the mythical image of America intersects with the 

realities brought about by the loss of community, a globalized economy, rural 

depopulation and traumatic repurposing of the landscape.

Each vignette probes the psychology of a transient character, inserted within 

a variety of constructed environments. The actor’s impotent and immobile 

persona, when measured against the photographic décor, refl ects the rural and 

post-industrial landscape struggling to sustain itself in contemporary society.”

33Untitled, 2006-07, giclée prints on archival paper, 22 x 40 inches



D’Jean Jawrunner
Tucumcari, New Mexico

“My piece titled Recycled Hope represents an effort to leave the practical world 

and rejoin the spiritual life. It is iron changed by heat, fi re and physical energy 

looking for new direction in a maturing civilization. As an artist, my occupying 

forces are creativity and problem solving. As an art historian, I am constantly 

aware of cycles: peace, war and the economics which cause the shifts. In 

spite of our aggressive natures, we continue to survive. I want to walk toward 

recovery and hope: for my work to illuminate the best humans are and know 

and still maintain our humanity and the ability to be clunky human beings. You 

know... ordinary happiness...”

34 Reunion (detail), 2008, wood and resin, dimensions variable

George Lorio
Brownsville, Texas

“For years, I used a metaphor of natural forms to refl ect on my life experiences.  

The imagery employs motifs derived from the surrounding landscape embracing 

myth and allegory. Presently, I live in south Texas along the border with Mexico.  

The ambient landscape is harsh and semi-arid supporting an indigenous culture 

that is suffused with mystical and metaphysical concerns. Before moving to the 

Rio Grande Valley I sought a transcendent reference to my experience. In the last 

seven years, my imagery has grown more topical refl ecting my view of this area 

and its border issues.”

35Habitation, 2006, painted wood, 24 x 24 x 24 inches



John Wenger
Sandia Park, New Mexico

“The paintings in this exhibition reveal my interest in working with dense human 

themes of consequence.

I choose to investigate certain contemporary issues that are often tangled. The 

insights are diffi cult to comprehend and feel. There are rewards in approaching 

these gnarly circumstances with some sense of emotion and expressionism. 

Benefi ts might include an enhanced empathy and perhaps a deeper, less 

superfi cial world view.

These visual constructs are like graphic aggregates made of many different 

intentions and votive-like desires. My efforts are often poetic in nature and 

are thematically woven expressions which are not inclined to be conclusive or 

didactic.

As the paintings’ visual lattice approaches the complexity level of our current 

circumstances, unintended collisions between various imagery gives rise to 

novelty and rare, expressive metaphor-ladders of knowing.”

36 Sparks in Tinder, 2008, oil on panel, 60 x 60 inches

Artists’ Biographies
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Cautionary Tales: A Visual Dystopia

Roger Ballen is a South African photographer whose work is included in several 

permanent collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York and the 

Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris. A traveling exhibition comprising many images 

from his series Shadow Chamber and Outland was shown at Frans Hals Museum, 

Biblioteque Nationale Paris, Fotomuseum Antwerp and the Deichtorhallen Hamburg.

Jeffrey Gibson has exhibited his work at The National Museum of the American 

Indian and the Santa Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum in 2007. His work has been 

reviewed in many publications, including The New York Times and ArtNews.

Robert Hisch is an artist, curator, educator, historian and author of several books. 

His latest book, Light and Lens: Photography in the Digital Age, has just been 

released. Hirsch’s work has been recently exhibited at the Gallery at the Creative 

Center for Photography, Los Angeles, and Noorderlicht Photofestival, Groningen, The 

Netherlands, among others.

Rhiannon Mercer is a semi-retired wildland fi refi ghter, search and rescue volunteer 

and backcountry trail sweeper. These experiences, along with growing up in high 

profi le nuclear areas in the West, have fed her imagination of the landscape. She was 

recently an Artist-in-Residence at the Harwood Museum of Art in Taos, New Mexico 

and the Jentel Artist Residency Program in northern Wyoming.

Lori Nix has lived most of her life in the rural Midwest. A childhood spent playing in 

open fi elds and witnessing countless storms and natural disasters has left her with 

a deep affection for the American landscape. Nix’s photographs capture the drama 

mid-story and it is up to the viewer to complete the narrative.

David Ondrik received his B.F.A. from the University of New Mexico. He has exhibited 

in Albuquerque, Chicago, Kansas City and New York City. His photography is in the 

permanent collection at the New Mexico Museum of Art in Santa Fe and the city of 

Albuquerque’s Public Art Program. Ondrik is also a high school art teacher.

Robert Sulkin, Professor of Art at Hollins University, has exhibited in more than 100 

solo and group exhibitions. A retrospective of his work, Robert Sulkin, Photographs, 

1985-1995, circulated with the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. He received his B.A. in 

History from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and his M.A. and M.F.A. 

from the University of Iowa.

Emily Trovillion received her B.F.A. from the University of Illinois. She studied 

printmaking at Milliken University and received her M.F.A. in Painting from Southern 

Illinois University in Carbondale. She is represented by the Parks Gallery in Taos, as 

well as Matrix Fine Art and Weyrich Gallery in Albuquerque.
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Laurie Tümer received her M.F.A. in from Vermont College and her B.A. from the 

University of Arizona. Her series Glowing Evidence has drawn interest to non-art 

audiences including environmentalists, physicians, scientists, organic farmers, eco-

fashion promoters and anti-pesticide activists. She teaches college photography and 

writing. Her work is represented by Photo-Eye Gallery in Santa Fe. 

Erika Wanenmacher attended the Kansas City Art Institute and the Feminist Studio 

Workshop in The Woman’s Building in Los Angeles. Her work has been featured in 

several publications, including ARTFORUM and Sculpture magazine. Wanenmacher is 

represented by Linda Durham Contemporary Art in Santa Fe.

William Wilson received his B.A. in Art History and Studio Art and his M.F.A. in 

Photography. In addition to his profession as an artist, he is also an educator and 

community organizer. Wilson has taught sculpture at the Institute of American Indian 

Arts in Santa Fe, and he served two years as a photojournalist in Central America for 

the Associated Press.

Cathy Wysocki fl ed for freedom after 18 long years from the dark, smoking steel 

mills of Gary, Indiana, heading west to experience the utopian myths of Los Angeles 

and San Francisco. There she delved deeply into her imagination and obsessions, 

creating narrative mixed media works and performance art. Four years ago she found 

herself under the harsh New Mexican sun, burning with an urgency to express the 

darkness and turmoil of humanity. 

Finding a Pulse

Sasha Bezzubov and Jessica Sucher have been collaborating since 2002. In 2006, 

they received a Fulbright Scholarship to India for their project The Searchers. Their 

work has been exhibited in New York City, Los Angeles, Miami and The Netherlands. 

The Searchers will be exhibited this fall at Taylor De Cordoba in Los Angeles.

Kristin Diener is from an Amish and Mennonite background, which she feels greatly 

infl uences who she is , how she perceives the world, and what she creates. She 

attended seven public schools, fi ve universities, has lived in nine different states and 

enjoys traveling.

Jeff Eisenberg received his M.F.A. from the San Francisco Art Institute. He is 

represented by Swarm Gallery in Oakland, California and ZaumProjects in Lisbon, 

Portugal. He currently teaches Drawing in the Adult Continuing Education Program 

and Painting in the Pre-College Program at the San Francisco Art Institute, and 

recently was a visiting Adjunct Professor at Beloit College in Beloit, Wisconsin.
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Howard Fonda received his M.F.A. from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 

His exhibition venues have included Duchess, Bodybuilder and Sportsman, the 

Museum of Contemporary Art and the Hyde Park Art Center in Chicago, and Raid 

Projects in Los Angeles. Fonda has also been an instructor at the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago.

Cay Garcia was born and raised in Albuquerque. She graduated from Rio Grande 

High School and attended Harvard University where she received her B.A. in Near 

Eastern History. She now works out of a studio in downtown Albuquerque and shows 

at the Downtown Growers Market and Contemporary Hispanic Market.

Hans Gindlesberger has exhibited at Kathleen Cullen Fine Arts  in New York City, 

Gallery 44 in Toronto, YO! Darkroom in Philadelphia, and CEPA Gallery and Carnegie 

Art Center  in Buffalo. He is a 2008 fellow in Photography from the New York 

Foundation for the Arts. Gindlesberger received his M.F.A. from the State University 

of New York at Buffalo and currently teaches in the Western New York region.

D’Jean Jawrunner received her M.F.A. in Sculpture from East Carolina University. 

She has exhibited extensively, including the Syosenky Rope-way Shippo Museum 

in Tokyo, Japan, the Museum of Art in Santa Fe and the Grove Gallery, University 

of California. Jawrunner heads the bronze foundry program at Mesalands College 

where she also teaches.

George Lorio was born in New Orleans where he “acquired an excitement for visual 

matters, colors, forms and even artifacts.” He received his M.F.A. from the University 

of South Florida in Tampa. He was awarded a number of residency grants funded by 

the state and federal governments. He has taught in Michigan, North Carolina and 

Texas, where he now resides.

John Wenger has lived in a remote area of northern New Mexico for the last 25 

years. He received his B.F.A. in Painting from the University of Colorado, and his 

M.F.A. from the University of Arizona. He was awarded the prestigious Prix de Rome 

fellowship in 1970. The Wilderness Studio Journey courses he taught for 32 years at 

the University of New Mexico are refl ective of his wild lands art spirit. He continues 

to lead artists into the red rock badlands of Utah on adventures for art making and 

exploration.
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